“An outstanding book for anyone who wants to become rich by trading markets. Highly recommended!”
--Marc Faber, Managing Director, Marc Faber Ltd., and Editor, “Gloom Boom & Doom Report”
“If you are even thinking of a career in trading, put down all the other books. Buy this one. Read it. Now you can start your career.”
--James Altucher, Managing Director, Formula Capital
“A rapidly moving, non-technical, and outside-the-box effort that smartly captures the essentials of trend following.”
--Peter Borish, Chairman and CEO, Computer Trading Corp
“Covel offers a breezy rumination on what is right about trend following and what is wrong about conventional trading approaches.”
--Jack Schwager, Author of Market Wizards and Schwager on Futures series
“Trend Commandments is definitely one to add to your financial bookshelf.”
--David Stendahl, Signal Financial Group
“I’m certain you’ll be a successful trader if you follow the ideas Covel outlines in Trend Commandments.”
--Steve Sjuggerud, DailyWealth
“Trend Commandments is essential reading for those who have the desire to thrive and survive in an era of fast-paced trending markets.”
--Jim Puplava, CEO, Chief Investment Strategist, PFS Group
“Covel challenges readers to...question their beliefs about market ‘truths’ ingrained in them for years.
Forewarned, you just may never see the world the same way again.”
--Mebane Faber, Cambria Investment Management
“Wide-ranging, irreverent, revealing, eminently quotable, and right on the money.”
--Charles Faulkner, Market Wizard Trading Coach

Real market lessons tied together with optimism and practicality. Pull
back the Wizard of Oz curtain to see how and why big money is made today.
No reliance on government, media, or Wall Street. In this book, selfsufficiency rules the day.
Reap the spoils when domestic and
global markets crash...and find big
In Trend Commandments,
bestselling author Michael W. waves to ride even when people aren’t
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an investment strategy into
future...learn to think and react to what
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that any investor can absorb.
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Commandments delivers real
moneymaking insights from
true winners, grounded in real Listen to the market. It always tells
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performance results—not
trading reality you can trust.
squishy opinions.
Discover why this strategy keeps making big money when everyone else
is dropping like a stone. Learn how to escape the cycle of “panic, fear,
hope, and return-to-panic,” and how to profit in an age of financial crisis and
deepening instability.
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